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SUGGESTED OPTIONS
• Inside body remote control;
• Radio remote control;
• Top columns stiffners for open body

SPECIFICATIONS 

Platform depth:
F3 CO 05 S - 640+540 folded

F3 CO 05 - 880 to 1480 mm

Platform width: related to width over columns

Lift cyliders: 1

Tilt cylinders: none

Autotilt at ground: none - level ride

Platform opening: Manual opening

Power supply: 12 or 24 V

Frame color: full alluminum frame

Weight: from 120 Kg

F3 CO 05
COLUMN LIFTS

LOAD CAPACITY: 500 KG

DESCRIPTION
This full alluminum frame column lift has been 
designed for utility and light commercial vehicles 
with flatbed or dropsided bodywork. With a lifting 
capacity of 500 kgs, the lift with folded platform 
provides a facility to load the rear of the vehicle 
over the lowered platform without having to unfold 
the platform, reducing the possibility of damaging 
the platform. It also has a much reduced drag 
effect on dropsided vehicles when travelling, due 
to the folded platform, and gives the vehicle better 
fuel economy than with a full depth platform.

VERY LIGHT FULL ALLUMINUM FRAME

F3CO 05 - min. body width = 1460 mm
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F3 CO 05
COLUMN LIFTS

LOAD CAPACITY: 500 KG
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TECHNICAL DATA

Mod.
Load capacity 

(load centre of gravity 
at 600 mm)

Width over 
columns*

(W)

Width 
between 
columns

Column
center

Platform depth 
(std. platform)

E
(max)

Weight
Kg

F3 CO 05 500 Kg

2284 2148 2216 900
900
900

1160 130

2134 1998 2066 1050 125

2084 1948 2016 950 120

*Width over columns minimum 1934 mm (on demand)
Centre of gravity of the vehicle depending on the platform depth and the type of the installations on the vehicle (see assembly instructions).The above mentioned 
weights are approximate and may vary according to production. Anteo reserves the right to change weights and technical specifications without prior notice.
No indemnity for damages can be claimed from Anteo for changes in technical specifications and/or in weight.

Special F3 CO 05 Column lift to suit Barn Doors and Fridge Bodies

F3 CO 05 S – with folded platform
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